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ABSTRACT 

We describe a materials processing system that uses a high power traveling 
wave tube (TWT) as the microwave source. The TWT provides approximately one 
octave bandwidth and variable power levels up to 2 kW into a multimode cavity. 
By controlling the frequency, efficient coupling to the load can be maintained even 
as the load's dielectric properties change. Alternatively, frequency sweeping can be 
used as a means of mode stirring at rates far beyond those attainable through 
mechanical stirring. The system has been tested for sintering alumina ceramics, 
annealing a tungsten penetrator alloy, curing epoxy resin, and depositing diamond 
films from a microwave plasma. 

INTRODUCTION 

The desire for a variable-frequency microwave processing system is 
motivated by several considerations: (1) in an untuned cavity, mechanical mode 
stirring does not adequately eliminate power nonuniformities; (2) the efficiency of 
coupling to a loaded cavity is highly frequency-dependent [ 11 even when the source 
varies over as little as a 4% bandwidth; (3) plasma processes such as diamond film 
growth are frequency-dependent and a certain amount of controlled frequency 
sweeping can help stabilize the plasma; and (4) the effects of frequency selection in 
solid-state sintering are not well-understood, requiring experiments that cover a 
wide range of frequencies under otherwise identical.conditions. 
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Of all the available microwave sources in the kilowatt range, only the helix 
traveling wave tube (TWT) has a bandwidth of an Octave or more. The desired 
microwave frequency is set by a signal generator or voltage controlled oscillator, 
and power is controlled by a preamplifier while the TWT operates at constant gain 
as the final amplifier. The complete variable frequency microwave furnace system 
shown schematically in Fig. 1 has been described in detail elsewhere [2]. The 
TWT amplifier provides up to 2.5 kW of power over the frequency range from 4 to 
8 GHz. 
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Figure 1. Variable Frequency Microwave Furnace 

The cylindrical aluminum furnace cavity is 12 inches in diameter and 10 
inches long. Ten test ports are arranged diametrically around the cavity using 
standard 275 inch conflat flanges. A mechanical pump provides a vacuum down to 
10 mTorr, while nitrogen and argon are available for purging and inert atmosphere 
heating. An optical port provides temperature measurement using a MinoltaLand 
Cyclops 152/152A infrared pyrometer, interfaced with the control computer. 

For operation in air or nitrogen, the waveguide cavity entrance is covered 
with a 2 mil polyimide plastic sheet. The polyimide is essentially transparent to 
microwaves, withstands elevated temperatures, and provides an inexpensive 
disposable "window" to collect contaminants that might deposit on the waveguide 
or other components. The TWT is further protected by an optical arc detector 
connected to the power supply crowbar circuit. 



For plasma processing or other low-pressure operations, a specially- 
designed applicator and quartz window are used [3]. 

A sample can be heated at a single frequency or the frequency can be 
modulated about a center frequency, swept through a particular range, or time 
division frequency shifting can be employed, with or without modulation, whereby 
the system shifts among several predetermined frequencies and dwell times. These 
complex modulations are aimed at improving the heating efficiency and sample 
temperature uniformity [4], as well as providing maximum process flexibility. 

Also, since the system is both frequency and amplitude agile, the computer 
can be instructed to effectively notch out those particular frequencies where the 
reflected power exceeds a preset level. 

In the following sections, we will illustrate the use of this furnace for 
various materials processing operations such as sintering, annealing, polymer 
curing, and plasma-assisted chemical vapor deposition. 

' 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The furnace cavity is shown in Fig. 2, along with the coordinate system 
used to describe the location of the sample or other load during each test. 

Figure 2. Furnace cavity showing internal shelf and origin of the internal 
coordinate system. Waveguide entrance is at the rear, with an alternate entrance 
available at the top. 



Each run began with a measurement of reflected power versus frequency 
using -5OW forward power. In general, within the 4-8 GHz band, a large number 
of frequencies existed for which reflected power was fairly low (less than 20%). In 
the first series of experiments, a small dense Sic block (-25 g) was placed at 
various locations in the cavity. Reflected power was measured across the entire 
bandwidth (Fig. 3). One can see, as expected, that the minima change as the load is 
moved. A corollary to this is that the minima will also shift somewhat as the 
sample's dielectric properties (or temperature) change. The computer can, of 
course, be instructed to adjust the frequency in real time in order to maintain 
efficient coupling to the sample. 

The power and flexibility of the VFMF are illustrated by the following 
examples. 

Annealing of a Tungsten Penetrator Alloy 

Heavy tungsten alloys are an environmentally superior substitute for 
depleted uranium in ballistic penetrators for anti-armor weapons. A critical 
production step requires annealing at 1300°C for 30 minutes. Samples were 
originally microwave annealed at 2.45 GHz surrounded by zirconia insulation; 
however, there was some concern that undesirable chemical reactions might occur 
between the zirconia and the W-Ni-Fe alloy. For this reason, yttria was selected as 
a more inert insulation medium. Unfortunately, yttria is much less "lossy" than 
zirconia, and attempts to heat the parts at 2.45 GHz were unsuccessful. Using the 
VFMF, frequencies from 4-8 GHz were scanned at low power, noting frequencies 
where the reflected power was quite low. One of these frequencies was selected 
and power was increased to -1 kW. The sample heated immediately and reached 
the annealing temperature in less than 15 minutes. 

Microwave Plasma Deposition of Diamond 

Workers at Research Triangle Institute used a VFh4F to grow CVD diamond 
from a water-ethanol plasma [3] at frequencies in excess of 7 GHz. In preliminary 
tests at several different frequencies, they observed the creation of very intense, 
localized plasmas at moderate power levels, which reduced process energy 
consumption because power was not wasted creating a plasma in portions of the 
chamber where the excited gas mixture cannot contribute to diamond growth. 
Furthermore, by adjusting the frequency, it was possible to "steer" the plasma 
directly onto the substrate, as shown in Figure 4. 

Curing of Thermoset Resin 

It has long been known that microwave heating can speed the curing of 
thermoset resins. One practical limitation is, of course, the fact that curing is an 
exothermic process. Local heating arising from hot spots within the microwave 
cavity can, in extreme cases, rapidly lead to catastrophic thermal runaway. 
Experiments conducted in a fixed-frequency (2.45 GHz) oven, using glass or 
carbon fiber reinforced epoxy prepreg laminates, showed that curing time was 
sharply reduced, but locally overheated areas were visible [ 6 ] .  
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Figure 4. Localized plasmas excited at different frequencies in water- 
ethanol vapor at -70 torr. Frequency of each run (GHz) is indicated; forward 
power was approximately 100 W for all runs. 



We investigated microwave curing of a thermoset system comprising ERL- 
2258 epoxy (Union Carbide) with M-phenylenediamine (DuPont) hardener. 
Samples consisting of 50 g resin and 12.5 g MPDA were thoroughly mixed while 
gently heating to completely dissolve the MPDA, then poured into a Petri dish and 
de-aired in a vacuum dessicator. The dish was placed in the VFMF, supported on a 
fibrous insulation board to eliminate conduction of heat to the metal support shelf. 

When heated at a fixed frequency of 6 GHz, using 50 W of power for one 
hour, the samples exhibited thermal runaway and were completely charred. By 
contrast, when the frequency was swept from 4.5 to 7.5 GHz, 5000 times per 
second, localized overheating was avoided. The sample was cured in one hour 
with 50 W applied power. (The conventional cure cycle requires more than 3 
hours.) Figure 5 dramatically illustrates the difference between the results obtained 
at fixed frequency versus swept frequency. 

Ceramic Sintering 

It can be seen from Fig. 3 that regardless of the sample's location within the 
furnace cavity, there are many frequencies well-distributed across the bandwidth for 
which reflected power is low. One can, therefore, conduct sintering tests at many 
different frequencies under otherwise identical conditions. 

As an example, -lOg centrifugally cast pellets of alumina were surrounded 
by ZrO2 bubbles in BN crucibles. Based on their low-power profiles, three pellets 
were sintered at 4.84, 6.05, and 7.22 GHz respectively. Holding at a normal 
sintering temperature of 1200°C required 500- lOOOW forward power; reflected 
power was typically 6%. The specimens are presently being analyzed to determine 
the differences, if any, arising from frequency effects. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. 

2. 

3 .  

4. 

The variable frequency microwave furnace is a versatile tool for carrying out 
many microwave-assisted material processing operations, including annealing, 
sintering, polymer curing, and plasma CVD. 

Heating efficiency improves dramatically when the frequency can be varied over 
a wide range. One can select a frequency that minimizes reflected power and 
then adjust it to maintain good coupling as the sample's dielectric properties 
change. 

Frequency sweeping is an effective means of mode stirring. It can be driven 
electronically at rates that far exceed those attainable by mechanical 
perturbations (at least 1 MHz) and can, in some cases, suppress local thermal 
runaway due to nonuniform heating. 

The geometry of a plasma in a multimode cavity is highly frequency-dependent. 
By careful selection of the excitation frequency, one can create a localized 
plasma (hat eliminates quenching of power and the formation of impurities at the 
chamber walls. 
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